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Sport Australia Report 2020-2021

Report by Josephine Sukkar AM as ASC Chair.
As a proud sporting nation, Australia is strengthened,
united, and inspired by the opportunities that sport
presents. Australian sport is currently entering an
exciting phase with the recent announcement that
Brisbane will host the 2032 Olympic and Paralympic
Games. Hosting the Games is something that all
Australians can look forward to and presents a
wonderful opportunity to drive sport at all levels.
As we continue to navigate the global pandemic, it is
vital that Australian sport supports and provides for
our diverse community. Sport Australia and the
Australian Institute of Sport (AIS) are committed to
advancing a strong and robust sector by growing all
levels of sport and establishing sustainable winning
systems. Driving participation and engagement is key
in maintaining a healthy sport sector and ensures that
we continue to build on our rich sporting history.
By engaging the youth of today in sport, we are
introducing healthy practices to upcoming generations
as well as fostering the high performance athletes of
tomorrow. Research shows that quality sport and
physical activity in schools has a positive influence on
children’s confidence, competence and motivation to
be active at school and throughout their life. For many
children, Sport Australia’s Sporting Schools program is
their gateway to organised sport and an active lifestyle.
The program reached a milestone this year, having
provided 10 million opportunities for students to try
new sports and build their confidence and capability
over the life of the program. Sport Australia has also
provided 4,660 Local Sporting Champions grants to

Australians aged 12–18 across 61 sports, giving them
financial support to enable them to attend local,
nationalor international sporting competitions.
It is important that leadership positions within the
Australian sport sector reflect the diversitywithin our
community. Programs such as Women Leaders in Sport
(WLIS), managed by SportAustralia in partnership with
the
Office for Women, champion a stronger and more
inclusive sport industry. This year, more than 900
women across 50 sports will benefit from the WLIS
Development Grants and Leadership Workshops,
providing them with development opportunities to
reach their leadership potential within the sport
industry.
The Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics are shining
examples of the hope and inspiration sport can provide
to our elite athletes, but also the communities they
represent. Postponed a year, it was wonderful to see
our Australian athletes respond to this adversity with
the equal-best gold medalhaul in our Olympic history,
17 gold and a total of 46 medals across a myriad of
sports. Australia’s Paralympic team finished with 80
medals, including 21 gold. More so, it was inspiring to
see how these Australian teams represented us at
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This is important, because we need Australian sport to
carry forward a legacy from one generationto the next.
It is about building sustainable improvement and
success across everything we do.
We aim to give our elite athletes the very best chance to
succeed in sport and life beyond.
In May 2021 the ASC Board offered an apology and
ongoing support to former AIS athletes treated
inappropriately in the past.
The National Institute Network (NIN) has worked closer
with us than ever before to deliver high quality,
consistent services to the network and we thank all of
our partners for their support and collaboration
throughout this period. The success of our Olympic and
Paralympic teams in Tokyo, and how they were able to
invoke such pride in Australians during such a difficult
time highlights just how much we have achieved
together.

The ongoing uncertainty associated with the
postponement of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and
Paralympic Games highlighted the importance of the
AIS’s focus on athlete wellbeing and mental health.
Demand for the AIS Mental Health Referral Network
(MHRN) continued to grow during 2020–21. From
January to June 2021, 206 referrals had been made into
the network, compared with 264 referrals for the
whole of 2020.
Showing that the AIS campus remains a valuable hub for
sports, the AIS Operations team has worked extremely
hard to create a safe environment for athletes and
teams. In the first half of 2021, there were more than
120 camps from 26 sports which have accessed high
performance facilities and services in Canberra.
We know this collaboration within the high
performance network, and the continuing support for
our athletes will be invaluable as we now focus our
attention on next year’s Beijing 2022 Winter Olympic
and Paralympic Games, and the 2022 Commonwealth
Games in Birmingham.

The next decade presents an incredible opportunity to foster our future athletes and grow
community involvement in sport, uniting towards the Brisbane 2032 Olympic and
Paralympics Games.
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these events so proudly with humility and respect,
reinforcing their status as important role models.
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President’s Report 2020-2021
It gives me so much pleasure to present my third
report as President of Sport Inclusion Australia.
Sport Inclusion Australia has managed to once again
navigate our way forward during the COVID-19
pandemic and all staff are to be congratulated on
their resilience and capacity to maintain services to
our cohort during this challenging period.
I am pleased to say that Sport Inclusion Australia is
continuing to develop and move forward under the
strong leadership of our CEO and her amazing staff.
The Board has continued their support and
commitment and together as one we will always
fight for the rights of people with an intellectual
impairment.
Sport Inclusion Australia has continued working
closely with Deaf Sports Australia and Blind Sports
Australia and has formed an Inclusion Awareness
Alliance. Over the past 18 months the Alliance has
achieved a great many outcomes including:
► Delivery of over 30 awareness and networking
sessions to a wide range of Organisations
including National and State Sporting Bodies,
Local Councils, Universities, Sport and Fitness
Industry.
► Development of toolkits, education modules,
webinars and videos for schools, sporting clubs,
coaches and the wider sporting industry.
► Production and distribution of educational
videos on communication ‘play your part’ and
‘what sport means to me’. 12 individual videos
of athletes stories on ‘what sport means to me’
and ‘sporting pathways’
Over the past 6 months Sport Inclusion Australia has
conducted a number of workshops and forums for
its State Member Organisations and will continue to
provide regular updates and information.
Sport Inclusion Australia has also facilitated an
online forum for NSW and ACT. These two forums
brought together like minded organisations from
across these 2 States to discuss ideas and options to
further strengthen and develop networking

opportunities, to improve services and programs for
the people we represent.
Sport Inclusion Australia together with eight other
National Sporting Organisations for people with a
Disability under the guidance and direction of Sport
Australia have formed an Australian Sporting
Alliance for People with Disabilities (ASAPD). This
Alliance is chaired by our CEO and has reporting
responsibilities back to Sport Australia.
The Alliance has grown in strength over the past
year and has established a number of working
groups focusing on shared services, collaboration
and communication.
As President I am really pleased with the continued
networking and collaboration at all levels
undertaken by Sport Inclusion Australia. Our Board
and staff are very passionate about providing
opportunities for our cohort, and are constantly
exploring avenues with relevant organisations and
associations to improve the lives of the people we
represent and to ensure inclusive practices are at
the forefront.
I am also pleased with the financial assistance that
has been provided by both the Federal and State
Governments. Sport Inclusion Australia has been
5

I would also like to take this opportunity of thanking
our funding body Sport Australia for their continued
support and guidance. It is all about partnerships
and working together, at all levels to achieve
positive outcomes.
Many thanks to the amazing Directors on the Board
who are a pleasure to work with and make my role so
much easier.
I appreciate your dedication and commitment and
look forward to your continued support.
- Helen Croxford

Thanks to our State Affiliated members and
National/State Sporting Organisations and their
many staff, coaches, volunteers and Board
members as they work towards a more inclusive
community.
Sport Inclusion Australia acknowledges the
importance of working in collaboration with like
minded organisations to ensure our people are
treated with respect, as well as having choices and
options available to them.
►
►
►
►
►
►

Luke van Kempen - Vice President
Rob Peak OAM - Finance Director
Wayne Bird – Life Member
Lorraine Landon OAM
Aaron Morse
Jaquie Scammell

To our athletes, I know it has been another
challenging year without your training sessions,
competitions and social connections. I know how
dedicated and committed you all are to your
respective sports but I know you will bounce back
and be even better and stronger from this
experience.

In conclusion, I would like to take this opportunity
of thanking our CEO Robyn Smith and her team of
incredible staff for their continued support and
dedication and for the enormous work load
undertaken this year. I am extremely proud of the
work that Sport Inclusion Australia does and I look
forward to another successful year.

Keep training when you can, stay fit and healthy so
hopefully when we begin to see tournaments and
sporting events appearing again in the not-toodistant future you will be ready.

DRIVING INCLUSION THROUGH SPORT
HELEN CROXFORD - PRESIDENT
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successful with grant applications which have
enabled us to maintain services and provide
projects to ensure our organisation continues into
the future.
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CEO’s Report 2020-2021
Welcome to the 36th Annual General Meeting of Sport Inclusion
Australia.
What a surreal time 2020/2021 has been, a year
without much sport and few events. Having said that, through
Government support at both Federal and State level Sport
Inclusion Australia has been able to maintain our staffing levels and
plan and lobby vigorously for the future.
I have great pleasure in providing my 31st annual CEO report.
The past twelve months has been challenging, with
inclusive sport turned on its axis. Few sporting
events taking place and many Community sporting
personnel employed in inclusion and diversity stood
down from their positions due to the pandemic.
We have spent a great deal of our time meeting with
National Sporting Organisations and Government
officials and politicians about the need to ensure the
inclusive programs and initiatives do not get pushed
to the background when restrictions ease and cost
saving measures occur within sport.
The collaboration project with Deaf Sports Australia
and Blind Sports Australia has gone from strength to
strength and not only have we created many
inclusive resources, but forged relationships as a
collective
with
many
National
Sporting
organisations,
State
Sporting organisations
and a range of local
councils
and
even
secured a business name
– Inclusion Awareness.
Down Syndrome Swimming Australia has worked
with us to wind up their company and move their
operations under the auspice of Sport Inclusion
Australia.
We have worked with Swimming
Australia on this transition to assist include events
for II2 swimmers at all levels of competition.

One of the initiatives to engage athletes during the
lockdown was develop six episodes of SIATV to
highlight strategies to stay active and wellbeing
sessions. Each of the episodes feature athletes and
we thank all those who contributed both in front
and behind the camera.
We were thrilled to sign an MOU with Paralympics
Australia to support our Eligibility work and are
working through a work plan to ensure that not only
we meet set criteria, but that we work together to
educate the necessary NSO’s on eligibility and the
needs of athletes with intellectual impairment.

The formation of the Australian Sporting Alliance for
People with a Disability – ASAPD is a wonderful
outcome from Sport Australia’s initiative in 2017 to
bring the NSOD’s together. We established a
business name in December 2020, and I was elected
the inaugural chair which is an honour.
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Winning
the
Virtus
Oceania/Asia Bid in late
2020
has
certainly
provided us with a target
in the past twelve
months. Today signifies
one year to go and we now need to press on to
ensure we meet all the targets and attract our
neighbours to Australia in November 2022.
National Sport Collective is a group of 18 or so CEO’s
from a range of National Sporting Organisations and
the opportunity to share experiences and ideas for
coping with the pandemic has been invaluable. A
positive to come out of the pandemic.
Following an extensive review and consultation with
key stakeholders by Dr Deidre Anderson, a new
four-year strategic plan took effect on July 1 2020.
This plan highlights six key pillars, Leadership,
Communication,
Partnerships,
Education,
International and Organisation.
We established five working groups led by a mix of
Board directors and key stakeholders.
►
►
►
►
►
►

Communication
In the past twelve months, we have transferred to a
new Customer Relations Management system,
which will allow us to better service our member
organisations and the many participants we
represent.
It will also lead to online eligibility
processing in the not-too-distant future.
Through the Inclusion Awareness project, we have
developed a range of digital assets and conduct a
series of virtual meetings promoting inclusion and
producing promotional videos reaffirming the ease
with which participants with an impairment,
particularly those with intellectual impairment, deaf
and hard of hearing or blind, can achieve success
and be valued in the Community through sport.
Partnerships
Our partnerships with National Sporting
Organisations (NSO), Paralympics Australia (PA) and
State Sporting Organisations (SSO’s), remain vital to
the success of inclusion, as do our vital relationships
with our Member organisations. Our collaboration
work with Deaf Sports Australia and Blind Sports
Australia has been an absolute highlight and our
partnership has identified so many synergies which
we are excited to be addressing to improve inclusive
pathways across the sector, ages and sports.
With the development of the SIA Partnership
working group which includes internal and external
stakeholders we have identified a series of other
potential groups in which to form partnerships and
we will continue to approach as restrictions and
travel ease across the country.

Communication – Jaquie Scammell
Partnerships – Aaron Morse
Education – Denver D’Cruz
Victoria – Aaron Dragwidge
International – Wayne Bird
SIA-DSSA – David Cahill
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It is also a highlight to have received two grants from
the Australia - Japan Foundation to extend our
relationship with Japan, develop resources and
exchange expertise to enhance the sporting and
competition opportunities for athletes with an
intellectual impairment. With Virtus’ adoption of
the II2 and II3 classification into international
pathways it has been a highlight to be able to
emulate within School Sport, Tennis Australia,
Swimming Australia and Athletics Australia events.

Since our inception in 1986, we have espoused the
same ideology – the power of inclusive sport to
address social justice principles.
We continue to lobby to influence governments and
service providers to implement inclusive practices
but until we change the culture of the Australian
Sporting landscape to offer opportunities to all
Australians based on ability, then Sport Inclusion
Australia’s work is far from done.
Our international work with our neighbours also
highlights the power of leadership and we look
forward to assisting any way we can to improve
inclusive pathways for people with a disability in the
Oceania and Asia regions, particularly those with an
intellectual impairment.
International
As previously mentioned, we have never liaised so
closely with our international neighbours.
We
established a Sport Inclusion International working
group consisting of representatives from Hong
Kong, Japan and New Zealand to continue the legacy
created by the Virtus (INAS) Global Games and to
build new relationships and share best practice to
increase sporting opportunities both in Australia
and in Oceania and Asia regions.
We have been successful in receiving two grants
from the Australia – Japan Foundation and been
working closely with our friends at All Nippon
Intellectual Disability Sport Association, ANISA,
Toshiyuki Saito and Hiro Taniguchi to develop and
share resources on eligibility and inclusion for
athletes in Japan, particularly the II2 classification
and share competition and exchange expertise
between our two countries.

While it might not necessarily enhance the lives of
those in Australia, it certainly cements our role as a
humanitarian organisation advocating for people
with an impairment throughout the world.
Sport Australia remains our
major government sponsor
providing significant support
and guidance particularly
during the last eighteen
months through the pandemic.
Of course, a major thanks
must go to the Federal
Government in particular
Senator Richard Colbeck,
Minister for Sport for his commitment to sport for
all.
We are sorry to see Rob Dalton, leave the Acting
CEO role at Sport Australia and thank him for his
support. It has not been an easy time to lead sport
during times such as these and he has done a stellar
job ensuring that Sport Australia staff have worked
hard to support the sector.
We are delighted with our
ongoing relationship with the
State Government of Victoria
through
Sport
and
Recreation Victoria, particularly with their survival
package support during COVID-19. Our Victorian
projects are on hold until sport resumes. We would
like to acknowledge the support of Jack Swift and
Kaitlyn Frawley for their ongoing commitment to
inclusion of all Victorians into sport.
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Leadership

In Benalla:
► Kellie Keen remains the Office and Eligibility
Manager, while maintaining the financial books,
and
► Michael Thomson works as the Project officer
and oversees teams, social media, Victorian
development, and newsletter.
In Queensland, staff include:
► Greg Dunk (General Manager)
► Holly Mead (Project Officer)
► Chantel Lewis (IA and Community Engagement)

National Championships
Many of the National events were once again
cancelled, some such as Netball, Table Tennis and
Cross Country for the second consecutive year.
It was very pleasing to see Tennis Australia conduct
the Australian Tennis Classic and include a section
for deaf and hard of hearing players and an
extension of II2 and II3.
We welcome Triathlon to the list of sports offering
pathways and National Championships for athletes
with an intellectual impairment.
► AFL Inclusion Carnival – July ’21, Cancelled
► Cross Country Championships - August 20,
Cancelled
► Marie Little OAM Shield (Netball) - Sept ’21,
Cancelled
► FFA Futsal Championships – January ‘21, Sydney

► Garry West-Bail (IA Project Officer)
► Nithi Suppiah (Marketing, Communications &
Media).
Steve Bailey, National Eligibility Officer, has once
again provided an outstanding service, totally
voluntary, Mal Webster maintains our website and
produces outstanding quality material whenever
required and Peter Mogg for his ongoing honorary
work as our auditor and advisor.
International Championships
Whilst there have been no international events, I
would like to pay special mention to Swimming
Australia, Athletics Australia, Table Tennis Australia
and Paralympics Australia for preparing athletes for
the Tokyo 2020 Paralympics in extremely
challenging environments.

► Cricket Championships – January ’21, Geelong,
Cancelled
► Cycling Championships – January ’21 Ballarat
► Triathlon Championships - February ’21
Devonport
► Rowing Championships – March ’21 Lake
Barrington
► Touch Football Champs - March ’21, Coffs
Harbour
► Tennis Championships – April‘21, Melbourne
► Athletics Championships – April ’21, Sydney
► Swimming Championships – April ’21, Southport
► Ivor Burge Championships – May ‘21, Mackay
(men only)
► Tenpin Bowling Championships – June ’21,
Brisbane
► Lawn Bowls Championships - June’21 Gold
Coast
► Table Tennis Championships - July ’21
Cancelled
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The administration secretariat remains in Benalla,
however, we have maintained our staff in
Queensland, but they have worked from home. We
have managed to meet weekly via virtual means
which has not only kept us connected but working
with and for each other.

In 2021 both women were recognized for this work
with the presentation of the Order of Australia.

We have nominated the entire Australian Global
Games team for the Australian Sports Medal and
look forward to a positive outcome.

Another amazing advocate for people with a
disability is Board Director Lorraine Landon OAM,
already a member of the Basketball NSW Hall of
Fame Lorraine has recently been elevated to
Legend status.

I would like to acknowledge Karen Pearce OAM and
Elizabeth Gosper OAM, two women who have
worked tirelessly throughout the years to improve
the lives of people with a disability through sport.

We congratulate Karen, Elizabeth and Lorraine on their outstanding work and
recognition.
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Recognition

The collaboration and work which has occurred in
the past twelve months, whilst different with
minimal sporting events taking place, has still been
extensive and a key to Sport Inclusion Australia’s
successes.
Each year I must acknowledgement the vast
numbers of individuals who make the work of Sport
Inclusion Australia so much easier and who keep me
loving what I do and, on my toes, in fact probably
the most important component of this Report.
► Helen Croxford is a terrific leader and President
and continues to lead by example. She is very
engaged in the oversight and immersed in the
role. She has provided wonderful guidance to
me and friendship I cherish.
► Wayne Bird, immediate past President and Life
Member of Sport Inclusion Australia has been a
terrific friend and supporter of everything I do
and helped me considerably drive international
engagement.
► Robert Peak OAM Finance Director for his
untiring work with the finances and keeping all
the new accounts – DSSA, IA and ASAPD update
and organised.
► Lorraine Landon OAM has continued to add
incredible value to the SIA Board, and I value her
being a telephone call away to gain her insight
and views. Lorraine continues to be inclusive in
all roles she assumes, which benefits so many.
► The Sport Inclusion Australia Directors are a joy
to work with and continue to provide valued
leadership, not only in Board meetings but
during their involvement with various working
groups.
The team led by Helen Croxford,
including Wayne Bird, Lorraine Landon OAM,
and Robert Peak OAM, but also including Aaron
Morse, Luke van Kempen and Jaquie Scammell.
► Kellie Keen, Office, Finance and Eligibility
Manager, has been with the organisation for in

excess of eighteen years. She is without doubt
one of the most loyal servants Sport Inclusion
Australia could have employed. She has taken
the lead role with the eligibility and is until
recently been helping at Virtus level.
► Michael Thomson who has a series of roles with
SIA and just constantly wanting to assist
everyone in their role. I want to particularly
thank him for his passion to engage athletes
through the pandemic with extensive social
media content and activity. His primary role is
working to drive inclusion initiatives in Victoria
and the pandemic has curtailed activity, but we
are looking forward to many positive outcomes
once restrictions ease.
► Chantel Lewis has continued in her role and
assisted greatly with the Inclusion Alliance
presentations and developing the inclusive
resources utilised. She is always shining and
leading by example.
► Greg Dunk, General Manager and Advisory role,
who continues to inspire me with his ideas and
capacity to generate work and see it through to
completion. He is a visionary and I so enjoy
working beside him.
► Nithi Suppiah, Communications and Marketing
Manager for her assistance at every turn and
the quality and level of professionalism she
brings to our work.
► Garry West-Bail has done a terrific job with the
Inclusion Awareness project showing leadership
and innovation. He has now taken a Project
Coordinator role as the Australian Sporting
Alliance for people with a disability, ASAPD. It
remains a pleasure working so closely with him
and brainstorming at every turn.
► Holly Mead who has been working with us since
the Global Games and not only helping to
prepare in the background for the OA Games in
2022, but also been fantastic preparing
resources.
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Acknowledgment

► Steve Bailey, who has worked as our National
Eligibility Officer since 2010, continues to do a
fantastic job under tight timeframes. Also, a
special thanks to Peter Hynninen for his tireless
work to assist athletes in need of psychological
testing.

► Collective Leisure – David Burns for his foresight
to get involved and help drive collaboration in
New South Wales.
► Sorry to see Denver D’Cruz leave us after many
quality years working with Inclusion Solutions.
His contribution to our field has been immense
and we wish him luck in his future endeavours.

► ASAPD colleagues for their vision and support of
me as Chair, in particularly Phil Harper, Vice
Chair and John Croll for his support at every
turn.

► CEO Lynne Anderson, President Jock
O’Callaghan, and their team at Paralympics
Australia for their ongoing support of all
athletes and preparedness to back our events
and initiatives. We particularly thank Lynne for
a simply amazing 6 years of leadership and wish
her every success with her next venture.

► Federal Government and Office for Sport,
Minister Colbeck, Chris Daffey, PMO, Patrick
Clancy and Torie Brims for their fair and
equitable approach to sport delivery.

► Collaboration Partners – Deaf Sports Australia,
Phil Harper, Garry West Bail and Blind Sports
Australia, Matt Clayton. It has been an absolute
joy.

► National Sport Collective colleagues for their
support and much valued advice during the past
eighteen months, particularly Jamie Parsons
Badminton Australia for initiating.

► National Sporting/Recreational Organisations –
for their ongoing loyalty to Sport Inclusion
Australia and the inclusion process, in particular
Sean Dixon and Jon Turnbull (Athletics), Ned
Coten, Jan Stirling, Renee Narcis (Basketball),
Kim McMahon and Michael Woods, Michael
Anderson (Swimming), Brenda Tierney, Kerry
Tavrou, Jay Schuback, Irena Farinacci and Ben
Dew (Tennis), Neil Dalrymple, Chris Wallace
(Bowls), Aaron Dragwidge, Adam Cassidy,
Kieren McMillan, Briana Binch, (Cricket/Indoor
Cricket), Sue Stevenson, Scott Houston, Alois
Rosario (Table Tennis), Rohan O’Neill, Emily
Rennes (Tenpin Bowling), Michael Grant (School
Sport Australia), Kate Grills (Netball Australia),
David Staley (Sailing), Marne Fechner, Kipp
Kaufmann (Auscycling), Ian Robson, Gordon
Marcks, Kathleen Hextell (Rowing), Tim Hatzi
(Softball), Christian Hamilton (Golf), Kyle Burns
(Triathlon Australia)Tim Nield, (AFL), Elle Dow,
Peter Ryan (FIDA).

► VIRTUS - Nick Parr, Nithi Suppiah and Greg Dunk
for their work to assist Sport Inclusion Australia
and my VIRTUS Governing Board colleagues for
their support in my elected role, particularly my
very good friend Barry Holman who is the Chair
of the Games oversight committee. He inspires
me constantly with his ideas to make the
athletes we represent count and shine.
► Member Organisations – Inclusive Sport SA
(John Cranwell, Katrina Radford, Life Stream
Australia (Cathy Wilson, Chantel Lewis), Total
Recreation (Keoh Goodall), Inclusion Solutions
(Paul Fleay, Denver D’Cruz, Kristee Jolly),
Sports4all (Greg Brown), New Horizons (Belinda
Hanson, Edwina Dick) and Rob Regent (ACT) for
their enthusiasm and preparedness to support
national programs and their vital work at State
level.
Sport Inclusion Australia is only as
effective as its Member organisations.
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► Patron Steve Moneghetti AM for his support
and friendship over twenty-seven years and his
ability to find time in an incredibly busy
schedule to support the athlete family.

► Peter Mogg for his excellent service as honorary
auditor for the past twenty six years and staff in
particular Sharra Beasley and Lisa Ford.
► Mal Webster, for his outstanding graphic design
work for over 15 years, particularly with his
work on the Strategic plan and website.

The Future
We must strive to approach our lobbying and initiatives in a far more vigorous way following the impact of COVID
on sport and in particular people with a disability. We must also build on the great work established by our
working groups – Communications, Education, Partnerships, Governance, SIA – DSSA, Victorian and International
will assist us effectively prioritise key markets and more effectively advocate and support inclusion across the
sector.
As mentioned last year, the success of the Virtus (INAS) Global Games provided us with a platform both financial
and reputational and has led to us winning the inaugural Virtus Oceania Asia Games, today is the one year to go
celebration.
Our ideology has been steadfast since our establishment and our capacity to consolidate that ideology never
stronger. We have signed MOU’s and contracts, we have generated government support, we have continued our
strong collaboration with Deaf Sports Australia and Blind Sports Australia and since December 2020 have taken a
leadership role with ASAPD as Chair to raise awareness of sport for people with a disability and identify efficiencies
and provide a consistent message to governments and the wider sporting sector.
Other key goals:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Collaboration and delivery of an implementation strategy for additional classes of eligibility;
Expand relationship with school sport for expanded classification streams and link pathways;
Engage more countries in Virtus Oceania;
Collaboration with Virtus Asia;
Emulate work in China, with neighbouring countries;
Consolidation of partnerships with NSO’s;
Continuing delegations to State Sporting Ministers and relevant Federal Ministers;
Drive inclusion initiatives in Victoria;
Expand value of sport participation with NDIA sector;
Identify or establish an inclusive agency in ACT;
Build collateral/resources able to be used nationally;
Work as One with a unified message with ASAPD;
Work across whole of government.

IT’S ABOUT CHOICE
ROBYN SMITH - CEO
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► State Sporting Organisations across States and
Territories for their ongoing commitment to
Sport Inclusion Australia.
► Sport Australia, Acting CEO Rob Dalton, Kate
Corkery, Jason Lawless, Helen McAllister and
Matthew Warr for their belief in Sport Inclusion
Australia.
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